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Abstract. A case study of a poloidal ULF pulsation near
the dayside plasmapause is presented based on Cluster ob-
servations of magnetic and electric fields. The pulsation is
detected close to the magnetic equatorial plane at L shells
L=[4.4, 4.6] and oscillates with a frequency off =23 mHz.
Investigating the wave energy flux reveals the standing wave
nature of the observed pulsation. An estimation of the az-
imuthal wave number exposes a narrow azimuthal structure
of the wave field withm≈160. Spatial and temporal charac-
teristics of the pulsation are analyzed in detail by represent-
ing data in a field line related coordinate system and a range-
time-intensity representation. This allows an estimation of
both the spatial extension of the wave field in the radial di-
rection and its temporal decay rate. The analysis furthermore
indicates that the same field lines are excited to a standing
wave oscillation twice. Furthermore an accurate identifica-
tion of a phase jump of the wave field across L shells is
possible. Comparing the radial localization of the detected
wave with theoretically expected field line eigenfrequencies
reveals that the wave field is confined in the Alfvén resonator
at the outer edge of the plasmapause.

Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Magnetosphere-
ionosphere interactions; MHD waves and instabilities;
Plasmasphere)

1 Introduction

A wide variety of magnetohydrodynamic waves occur in
magnetospheric regions of the Earth excited by different pro-
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cesses inside the magnetosphere and the solar wind. Some
of these processes excite standing waves at magnetospheric
field lines in the ultra low frequency (ULF) range between
1 mHz and 100 mHz. In general these standing waves are di-
vided into two different wave modes, toroidal and poloidal
oscillations.

Toroidal oscillations are believed to be driven by e.g. so-
lar wind impulses (Allan et al., 1986) and Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities at the magnetopause (Fujita et al., 1996; Enge-
bretson et al., 1998) generating a compressional wave which
propagates across magnetic field lines. Due to the process
known as field line resonance (Tamao, 1965; Southwood,
1974), the compressional wave can be transformed to an
Alfv én wave propagating parallel to the magnetic field. Wave
reflection at the ionosphere can lead to the formation of a
standing wave at a specific field line. Toroidally oscillating
field lines are perturbed in the azimuthal direction, i.e. field
magnitude and plasma density are not changed by this wave.

Poloidal oscillations of magnetic field lines derive their en-
ergy by plasma instabilities inside the magnetosphere such as
drift mirror (Hasegawa, 1969) and bounce instability (South-
wood et al., 1969; Southwood and Kivelson, 1982; Glass-
meier et al., 1999). In contrast to the toroidal mode, poloidal
oscillations are perturbed in the radial and field aligned direc-
tion causing a compression of the magnetic field. When the
compressive perturbation of the magnetic is small compared
to the radial one, poloidal oscillations are usually referred as
poloidal Alfvén waves.

Both types of wave modes are prevalently observed and
discussed using spacecraft and ground based measurements.
The latter method allows long duration observations of field
lines excited by ULF waves (e.g.Samson et al., 1971; Walker
et al., 1979). However, amplitude and polarization of ULF
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waves observed at the ground are modified by the iono-
sphere (Hughes, 1974; Hughes and Southwood, 1976; Glass-
meier, 1984) and consequently, modelling of the ionospheric
screening effect is necessary for an accurate understanding
of the ground based observations (e.g.Sciffer et al., 2004,
2005; Glassmeier, 1988).

In contrast to ground observations spacecraft observations
provide direct insight into the structure of field line oscilla-
tions (e.g.Singer and Kivelson, 1979; Singer et al., 1982;
Engebretson and Cahill, 1981; Engebretson et al., 1986).
However, single spacecraft observations have a limitation as
they exhibit an ambiguity between spatial and temporal vari-
ations. A multi-spacecraft mission is not affected by this lim-
itation and hence the four Cluster spacecraft (Escoubet et al.,
1997) are suitable to investigate both, the spatial and tem-
poral structure of ULF pulsations as shown in recent studies
(e.g.Eriksson et al., 2005; Scḧafer et al., 2007).

Spatial and temporal characteristics of toroidal ULF wave
activity strongly depends on the plasma background condi-
tions and the generation mechanism. Mode coupling of an in-
coming fast magnetosonic wave to an Alfvén wave occurs at
magnetic field lines where the field parallel component of the
phase velocity of the compressional wave matches the local
Alfv én velocityvA=B/

√
2µ0ρ that is influenced by local

magnetic field strengthB and plasma mass densityρ. When
additionally the eigenfrequency of the field line complies
with the frequency of the fast mode, the coupling between
both wave modes becomes resonant. This process is known
as field line resonance, which appears also in dipolar mag-
netic field configuration (e.g.Chen and Cowley, 1989). The
spatial structure of the resulting toroidally polarized, stand-
ing Alfv én wave is expected to show an almost Gaussian am-
plitude variation in radial direction, i.e. across L shells, ac-
companied with a 180◦ change in the wave phase around the
resonant magnetic field line (Southwood, 1974). Both spatial
features were detected in ULF pulsations by ground mag-
netometer and ionospheric observations, respectively (e.g.
Walker et al., 1979; Glassmeier et al., 1984a). The field line
resonance process is most efficient for small azimuthal wave
numbersm∼1 (e.g.Kivelson and Southwood, 1986; Lee and
Lysak, 1990), i.e. the toroidal wave field is expected to ex-
hibit a large spatial structure in the azimuthal direction. The
lifetime of resonant field line oscillations is between several
minutes and more than one hour limited due to wave damp-
ing at the ionosphere, where the wave energy dissipates due
to Joule heating (e.g.Glassmeier et al., 1984b).

Understanding the spatio-temporal structure of poloidal
Alfv én waves withm�1 (e.g.Allan et al., 1983) requires de-
tailed knowledge on the poloidal eigenfrequency�P of mag-
netospheric field lines. While the toroidal eigenfrequency
�T is calculated from the travel time of an Alfvén wave
along the field line (Warner and Orr, 1979), �P is addi-
tionally affected by field line curvature (e.g.Leonovich and
Mazur, 1990, 1993), finite plasmaβ and external currents,
such as the ring current (Klimushkin, 1998b; Klimushkin

et al., 2004). The spatial and temporal properties of a
poloidal wave field are affected by the difference between
the field line eigenfrequencies,�P and�T . The radial wave
number of Alfv́enic perturbations in this case is given by (e.g.
Leonovich and Mazur, 1993; Klimushkin, 2000)

k2
r ∝

ω2
− �2

P

�2
T − ω2

, (1)

whereω is the wave frequency.
Wave propagation in radial direction is possible where

k2
r >0. This region is called the transparent region. At the

poloidal surfaceLP , whereω=�P , we havekr=0, i.e. this
surface represents a reflection boundary in radial direction.
The toroidal surfaceLT with ω=�T is characterized by
kr→∞. This surface can be interpreted as that magnetic
shell, where resonance takes place and the poloidal perturba-
tion is converted to a mainly toroidal one. Thus, two different
cases need to be considered (e.g.Klimushkin et al., 2004).

First, for�P and�T varying monotonically across mag-
netic L shells, a poloidal Alfv́en wave can be generated near
the poloidal surfaceLP . During its temporal evolution the
wave propagates radially towards the toroidal surfaceLT ,
where the wave can be characterized as an Alfvén resonance.
The radial structure of the wave field changes in time from
a Gaussian-like distribution at the beginning to a complex
and small-scaled structure at the end of the lifetime. Si-
multaneously, the wave polarization changes from poloidal
to toroidal. An explanation for this spatio-temporal behav-
ior can also be given by considering phase mixing effects on
field lines excited independently and oscillating with their
own eigenfrequencies (e.g.Mann and Wright, 1995).

The suggested temporal change in wave polarization is not
reported until now. The reason for this lacking observation is
probably the rapid damping of the poloidal oscillation due to
ionospheric damping, which implies that the transformation
from poloidal to toroidal is incomplete (e.g.Klimushkin and
Mager, 2004). In general this kind of wave evolution mech-
anism is predicted to occur preferably where the field line
eigenfrequencies�P and�T decrease monotonically across
magnetic L shells. The outcome of this is a standing Alfvén
wave trapped radially betweenLT andLP .

As a second possibility a cavity for poloidal Alfvén waves
can be formed if the wave field is confined by two poloidal
turning pointsLP , i.e. at local extreme values of�P (e.g.
Vetoulis and Chen, 1994, 1996; Leonovich and Mazur, 1995;
Denton and Vetoulis, 1998; Klimushkin, 1998a). This partic-
ular condition is satisfied at the inner and outer edge of the
plasmapause, where the radial distribution of plasma density
reaches a minimum and maximum, respectively.Mager and
Klimushkin (2006) have modeled the spatio-temporal struc-
ture of a standing Alfv́en wave in such a wave resonator
assuming an impulse wave source. For a fundamental har-
monic structure along the field line(N=1) they predict a
radial structure of the wave field comparable to a Gaussian
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Fig. 1. The Cluster orbits in the dayside magnetosphere on 8 Au-
gust 2003, 07:00 and 09:00 UT. The ULF pulsation investigated is
detected between 07:46 and 08:20 UT. The thick black line marks
the plasmapause atL=4.23RE .

and a constant poloidal wave polarization. By contrast, the
radial structure of the second longitudinal harmonic(N=2)

develops soon after the impulse from a Gaussian distribution
across L shells to smaller radial scales, similar to the radially
propagating wave discussed above. Observations of poloidal
Alfv én waves usually reveal a second harmonic structure of
the oscillation along the field line (e.g.Takahashi and Ander-
son, 1992). Furthermore the radial localization of the wave
field requires a change in the wave phase by 180◦ across L
shells (Klimushkin et al., 2004).

ULF wave fields exhibit a rather complex spatial struc-
ture, as described above. This structure also determines the
temporal evolution of these waves as well as their polariza-
tion. Therefore, checking the theoretically derived concepts
requires a detailed spatio-temporal analysis of the ULF wave
field. An ideal tool for this analysis is the Cluster mission
with its four spacecraft. As the perigees of the polar orbits
are at around 4RE the satellites frequently cross the region
near the inner or outer edge of the plasmapause which is
commonly localized between 3 and 6RE depending on the
solar wind activity. Consequently, ULF wave activity can be
detected regularly in this region of interest near the extreme
values of poloidal and toroidal field line eigenfrequencies.
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Fig. 2. Spacecraft potential measured by Cluster spacecraft C1.
Values ofU<1 V (dotted line) are expected inside the plasmas-
phere.

The present case study concentrates on the detailed analy-
sis of a standing poloidal field line oscillation detected in the
vicinity of the dayside plasmapause. Fluxgate magnetometer
(FGM) measurements (Balogh et al., 2001) and electric field
observations of the EFW instrumentGustafsson et al.(2001)
onboard Cluster are used. The investigation of the spatio-
temporal structure of the observed wave field is favored by a
Cluster configuration with spacecraft separation of the order
of 0.2RE .

2 Observations

During the time interval 8 August 2003, between 07:46 and
08:20 UT, the Cluster satellites have traversed the dayside
magnetosphere close to the plasmapause and have detected a
poloidally polarized ULF pulsation oscillating with a nearly
monochromatic frequency offobs=23 mHz. Figure1 shows
the orbits of all four spacecraft during the time interval dis-
cussed together with field lines modeled using the Tsyga-
nenko magnetospheric magnetic field model (Tsyganenko,
1995; Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996). The extent of the satel-
lite tetrahedron is only around 1000 km.

The position of the plasmapause is determined using the
dynamical simulations of plasmapause formation developed
by Pierrard and Lemaire(2004) and Pierrard and Cabrera
(2005). For the given time interval we determine a radial
distance of the plasmapause in the magnetic equatorial plane
of 4.23RE . The field line with the corresponding vertex is
assumed as the plasmapause out of the equatorial plane and
is indicated by the thick black line in Fig.1. The orbits of the
Cluster spacecraft approach the plasmapause, but the bound-
ary is not crossed by the satellites as shown by the measure-
ments of the spacecraft potentialU (Fig. 2). As the potential
U is inversely proportional to the plasma electron densityne,
one would expect a clear change inU during the crossing
of the plasmapause due to the large differences in the plasma
density between plasmapause and outer magnetosphere. Fur-
thermore a spacecraft potential ofU≈1 V is expected inside
the plasmasphere (e.g.Gustafsson et al., 2001). Both indica-
tions are not present in the time series ofU (Fig. 2).

Magnetic and electric field data used are 4-s averages
transformed into a Mean-Field-Aligned (MFA) coordinate
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Fig. 3. FGM and EFW measurements for the four Cluster space-
craft (C1: black, C2: red, C3, green, C4: blue), transformed into a
Mean-Field-Aligned coordinate system.

system, where the unit vectore‖ is directed parallel to the
background magnetic fieldB. The unit vector in the az-
imuthal direction iseφ ∝ e‖×rsc and the radial unit vector
er∝eφ×e‖, wherersc is the position vector of the spacecraft.
Figure 3 shows observations of the magnetic and electric
fields from all four Cluster spacecraft. The first three panels
exhibit the magnetic field components,br , bφ andb‖. The
latter component has been defined by subtracting the mean
magnetic field from the field aligned component to identify
perturbations parallel toB. The lower two panels display the
electric field componentsEr andEφ , respectively. To de-
scribe the electric field perturbations we assume thatE·B=0,
that is no field-aligned electric field component exists.

The pulsation event observed can be subdivided into two
different wave packets with respect to its amplitude pattern
(Fig. 3). The first packet occurs between 07:50 and 07:56,
where amplitudes up to 2 nT are observed in thebr compo-
nent and up to 1 nT in thebφ component. The electric field
oscillates mainly in theEr component with amplitudes up to

2 mV/m at C1 and lower amplitudes at the other spacecraft.
The onset of the pulsation occurs at different times at dif-

ferent locations with spacecraft C1 detecting the perturbation
first followed by spacecraft C3, C2 and C4. Furthermore, the
amplitude pattern of both, the magnetic and electric fields are
clearly different at each spacecraft, where distinct signals are
seen in thebr andEr components of C1 and C3, that is those
spacecraft observing the pulsation first.

The second wave packet is seen between 08:04 and 08:16,
where again amplitudes up to 2 nT are observed inbr and up
to 1 nT inbφ . In contrast to the first wave packet the oscilla-
tions in thebr components are regular at each spacecraft. The
onsets of the wave are again different at the different space-
craft. But now the order has changed compared to the first
packet. The pulsation event is first observed by C2 and C4
almost simultaneously followed by C1 and C3 observing the
event about one minute later. The amplitude of the electric
field is much smaller than in the first packet.

The Poynting vectorSp=
1
µ0

E×b and the time integrated
energy flux

〈Sp〉 =
1

T

∫ T

0
Sp dt (2)

provide further information about the observed signal. In our
case the wave period isT =43.5 s. A standing wave is indi-
cated by〈Sp〉=0 and an oscillating field parallel component
of the Poynting vectorSp,‖ (Chi and Russell, 1998). We
foundSp,r≈0 andSp,φ≈0 (not shown here) and oscillations
in Sp,‖ with amplitudes larger than field parallel component
of the time integrated energy flux (Fig.4) justifying 〈Sp,‖〉≈0
for the entire time interval. Accordingly, one can conclude
that a standing field line oscillation is detected simultane-
ously by all four Cluster satellites. Furthermore both wave
packets are observed close to the field line null point that is
defined as the position along the oscillating field line where
〈Sp〉=0 (Allan, 1982; Ozeke et al., 2005). Assuming that the
ionospheric conductivity is similar at northern and southern
footprint of the field line the null point corresponds to the
point where the field line intersects the magnetic equatorial
plane.

3 Analysis and interpretation

3.1 Temporal evolution

The simultaneous measurements of the four Cluster satellites
allows in principle the investigation of spatial and temporal
structures of the detected ULF pulsation, but it requires a data
representation in four dimensions. An approach to this repre-
sentation is a field line related coordinate system, the L-D-M
coordinate system, introduced byScḧafer et al.(2007). The
coordinate L resembles the McIlwain parameter (McIlwain,
1966) describing the vertex of a specific field line with re-
spect to the center of the Earth in units ofRE . The second co-
ordinate D is defined as the distance between the spacecraft
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Fig. 4. Field parallel components of the Poynting vectorSp ob-
served by Cluster spacecraft. The thick line represents the time av-
eraged energy flux.

and the field line vertex along the field line. The third coor-
dinateM is equivalent to the magnetic local time (MLT) at
which the measurements are taken. During the time interval
analyzed the spacecraft orbits vary in the M coordinate be-
tweenM=13.72 andM=13.84 (Fig.5), which implies that
the Cluster satellites cover a spatial range of 0.05RE in az-
imuthal direction.

The orbits of the four satellites are displayed in
Fig. 6 transformed to the L-D coordinates, where the ex-
act position of each spacecraft is marked at four spe-
cific times t1=07:54:02, t2=07:55:06, t3=08:04:10 and
t4=08:09:26 UT. The satellites move from the Southern mag-
netic HemisphereD < 0 RE across the magnetic equa-
tor D=0RE into the Northern HemisphereD>0RE . Be-
tween 07:46 and 08:20 UT all four Cluster spacecraft cross
field lines with L values between 4.4 and 4.8. The color
index of each orbit is related to the transverse amplitude
A=(A2

r+A2
φ)0.5 to identify regions of high wave activity.

Here Ar and Aφ are the instantaneous amplitudes of the
poloidal and toroidal magnetic field component, respectively,
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Fig. 5. Magnetic local time of Cluster orbit plotted against the L
coordinate.

determined using the analytic signal or Carson-Gabor repre-
sentation of the time seriesbr andbφ (e.g.Glassmeier, 1980).
Figure7 displays a more detailed description of the instanta-
neous transverse amplitudeA.

The L-D representation reveals, that the first maximum oc-
curs when crossing field lines in the rangeL=[4.50, 4.65]
in the southern magnetosphere atD≈−0.6RE , whereas the
second maximum occurs crossing different field lines at
L=[4.42, 4.50] close to the field line vertex, i.e. close to the
magnetic equator. The existence of an amplitude maximum
in br together with the absence of any electric field oscilla-
tions near the magnetic equator suggest the existence of an
even mode oscillation. This assumption is consistent with
earlier studies, where dayside Pc4 pulsations have been in-
terpreted as second harmonic wave modes (e.g.Singer et al.,
1982; Takahashi and Anderson, 1992).

Now we describe further details of the detected wave field
by discussing the four selected timest1, . . . , t4 marked in
Figs.6 and7. At t1 an amplitude maximum of around 2.6 nT
is observed in spacecraft C1 and C3 simultaneously when
both satellites are located nearly at the same L shellL=4.57.
At the same time spacecraft C2 and C4 are located about
0.05RE further out, where no clear amplitude maxima are
visible. Accordingly, the radial extension of the first wave
packet can be estimated at timet1; we found a width of
aroundw=0.1RE .

At t2 spacecraft C2 and C4 detects maxima with ampli-
tudes ofA=1.9 nT (C2) andA=1.2 nT (C4). These peaks
are found at L shellL=4.59, close to the field lines where
C1 and C3 detect maxima. Consequently the amplitude of
the field line oscillation decreases betweent1 andt2. Assum-
ing that the amplitude of the signal decays exponentially in
time, i.e.A(t)∝e−γ t , the decay constantγ can be determined
from

γ =
1

1t
ln

(
A(t1)

A(t2)

)
(3)

with 1t=64 s. Amplitude values are obtained from space-
craft C3 att1 and C2 att2, as both spacecraft have the same
field parallel positionD=−0.58RE at these times. Inserting
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Fig. 6. Cluster orbits in L-D coordinates att1−t4. The spacecraft
move from negative to positive D values across the magnetic equa-
tor (D=0RE). The color index gives the instantaneous amplitude
of the transverse magnetic field oscillation.

A(t1)=2.6 nT andA(t2)=1.8 nT in Eq. (3) leads to a decay
constant ofγ≈5 mHz and a corresponding e-folding time
1/γ giving an approximation of the lifetimeτ=2/γ≈400 s.
The amplitude pattern observed by the four Cluster satellites
at two different times indicates the existence of a transient
standing field line oscillation at L shellsL=[4.5, 4.65].

The field line oscillation does not disappear after timet2
despite the detected amplitude decay: While the satellites
move to inner L shells and towards the magnetic equator
spacecraft C2, C3 and C4 detect an amplitude peak simul-
taneously att3, whereas a peak is visible at C1 around 40 s
later. Comparing with time series ofbr (Fig. 3) shows that
these maxima mark the onset of the second wave packet de-
tected at L shellsL=[4.42, 4.50]. This wave packet is fully
developed at timet4 in all four spacecraft observations.
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Fig. 7. Instantaneous amplitudeA(t) of the transverse magnetic
field oscillation.

The observed temporal evolution of the wave amplitude
justifies assuming that both wave packets are excited succes-
sively. The first wave is detected at the end of its lifetime,
whereas the second wave packet can be understood as an-
other wave excited at the same magnetic field lines. As dis-
cussed in Sect.1 the wave polarization of an ULF pulsation
is expected to change from poloidal to toroidal during the
temporal evolution of the wave field. Comparing the ratio of
the toroidal amplitudeAφ and the poloidal amplitudeAr of
both wave packets (Fig.3) reveals that the first one is char-
acterized byAφ≈Ar , i.e. the toroidal part of the amplitude is
comparable to the poloidal part. In contrast to that the second
wave packet exhibitsAφ<Ar , i.e. it is “less” toroidal than the
first wave packet. Following the theory the observed pattern
of the wave polarization indicates that the first wave packet
is detected in a later phase of the temporal evolution than the
second wave packet. Consequently the double excitation of
magnetic field lines within the same region is a possible sce-
nario to describe the observed amplitude pattern and wave
polarization.

3.2 Azimuthal wave number

A typical feature of poloidal Alfv́en waves is a small-scale
spatial structure associated with a large azimuthal wave num-
berm. The knowledge of the phase difference19 of signals
observed by two different satellites allows an estimation of
this number:

m =
19

18
=

360◦

18

1t

T
, (4)
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where18 is the spatial separation between the two satellites
in the azimuthal direction,1t the time difference between
points of the same wave phase andT the wave period (e.g.
Eriksson et al., 2005; Scḧafer et al., 2007). A variation of the
magnetic fieldb∝ exp(im9) is assumed. High resolution
magnetometer data (10 Hz) are used to estimate the phase
difference in thebφ component of two satellites observed
between 08:09 and 08:11 UT, where the data are bandpass
filtered between 10 mHz and 50 mHz (Fig.8).

During this time interval spacecraft C1 and C2 are lo-
cated on the same L shell,L=4.44 (see Fig.6). The an-
gle in the azimuthal direction between the two satellites is
18=0.26◦

±0.01◦. The time difference between extreme
values of the signals is1t=4.8 s which corresponds to a
phase difference of19=40◦ assuming a wave period of
T =1/fobs=43 s. Assuming an uncertainty in1t of δt=0.2 s
due to the temporal resolution of the time series and inT of
δT =1 s we havem=155±11, which is in good agreement
with the theoretically expected high-m values for poloidal
ULF pulsations.

3.3 Radial structure

A range-time-intensity (RTI) representation as known from
ground-based ULF wave observations (e.g.Walker et al.,
1979; McDiarmid and Allan, 1990; Fenrich et al., 1995) is
used to infer the radial structure and is displayed for the
br component in Fig.9. The actual perturbations of the
magnetic field measured at the same time have been lin-
early interpolated between the four spacecraft positions For
the first wave packet, located at L shells betweenL=4.50
and L=4.65, the RTI plot reveals a clear spatial and tem-
poral structure with perturbation maxima and minima mov-
ing across L-shells towards the Earth. The structured change
from positive to negative perturbations indicates a clear
phase change in the L-direction. The black line in the inset
of Fig. 9 traces the zero of magnetic field amplitude as the
wave field goes through its temporal cycle within a spatial
structure that exhibits a phase jump in the radial direction.
Due to the time variation imposed on such a spatial structure
the wave phase moves apparently towards smaller L shells
(Wright et al., 1999). This virtual Earthward moving phase
structure is reminiscent of poleward moving bands of irreg-
ularities observed in ionospheric data associated with field
line resonance (Walker et al., 1979; Poulter et al., 1982).

In contrast to the first wave packet the second one found at
L=[4.42, 4.50] is composed of field lines oscillating exactly
in phase (Fig.9). Assuming that both wave packets origi-
nate from the oscillation of the same bundle of field lines and
the phase jump is fixed betweenL=4.50 andL=4.65, the
identification of a phase jump in the second wave packet is
impossible. The Cluster satellites move parallel to the ap-
parent position of the phase jump while detecting the second
wave packet (see Fig.6). This assumption is supported by
the observation of the instantaneous amplitudeA at timet4:
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Fig. 8. Time series of the radial magnetic field oscillation of space-
craft C1 and C2.

Spacecraft C1 and C2 located atL=4.45 detects higher am-
plitude values,A≈2.0 nT, than C3 and C4 located atL=4.43
detectingA≈1.6 nT (Fig.7).

3.4 A model

For a more detailed understanding of the observed spatio-
temporal structure we have modelled the ULF wave event
using the following assumptions and observations:

(a) The pulsation is composed of two consecutively ex-
cited wave packets with lifetimes in the order ofτ≈400 s.

(b) The pulsation is a second longitudinal harmonic stand-
ing field line oscillation.

(c) The azimuthal wave number of the wave field is
m=155.

(d) The wave phase changes by 180◦ in the range of L
shellsL∈[4, 50, 4.65].

The spatio-temporal variation is described by the follow-
ing expression:

br,model = b0(t) · S(D, t) · B(9) · C(L), (5)

where the functionb0(t) represents the time dependent am-
plitude, S(D, t) the standing wave character,B(9) the az-
imuthal andC(L) the radial structure of the wave field. In
the following we discuss each of these functions whose pa-
rameter range is varied restricted by the assumptions given
above in order to fit the actual observed data simultaneously
in all four Cluster satellites.

The time dependent amplitudeb0(t) is given by two
Gauss-functions generating the temporal development of the
two wave packets:

b0(t) = b1 exp

(
−

(t − t1)
2

2τ2
1

)
+ b2 exp

(
−

(t − t2)
2

2τ2
2

)
. (6)
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Fig. 9. Range-time-intensity plot of the 7 August 2003, 07:49–08:16 UT magnetic field fluctuations of thebr component. The ordinate is
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Fig. 10. Temporal development of the wave amplitudeb0(t)

The amplitude maxima in time are att1=07:51 UT and
t2=08:10 UT. For the first wave packet the maximum am-
plitude isb1=3.0 nT and the width of the temporal amplitude
distributionτ1=200 s. For the second wave packet we choose
b2=4.0 nT andτ2=250 s. The resulting temporal evolution
of b0(t) is displayed in Fig.10.

The standing wave along the magnetic field line is ex-
pressed by

S(D, t) = exp
(
iωt + ik‖D

)
+ exp

(
iωt − ik‖D

)
, (7)

wherek‖ denotes the field parallel wave number. The cor-

responding wavelengthλ‖=2π/k‖ depends on the length
of the field line l and the harmonic numberN of the os-
cillation: λ‖=2l/N . The length of the field line with the
verticesLpos=4.56 is l=10.4RE . Assuming a second har-
monic oscillation, as discussed above, results in a wave-
length ofλ‖=10.4RE and a field parallel wave number of
k‖=0.096R−1

E .
The azimuthal variation of the wave field is given by

B(9) = exp(im9) , (8)

where an azimuthal wave number ofm=155 is in-
serted which fits to the observed values ofm. The
corresponding azimuthal wavelength isλ9=2π/k9 with
k9=m/Lpos=34.0R−1

E . Accordingly, the azimuthal spatial
scale of the wave isλ9=0.18RE .

The transverse structure of the wave field is described by a
Gauss function and a phase function representing the ampli-
tude variation and the change of the wave phase across the L
shells, respectively:

C(L) = exp

(
−

(L − Lpos)
2

2σ 2

)
· exp(i2) . (9)

The parameterLpos marks the position of maximum am-
plitude and phase jump.Lpos cannot be determined di-
rectly from the observations as the RTI plot indicates only
the apparent motion of the phase jump, but not its actual
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Fig. 11. Radial profile of the wave amplitude (thick line) and phase
shift (dotted line).

position Lpos. This position can be determined compar-
ing modeled and observed time series. The radial width
of the wave field is represented byσ . The distribution of
the phase is modeled by2=(π/2)+ arctan

[
w(L−Lpos)

]
,

wherew affects the width of the region within which the
phase changes from 0◦ to 180◦. With these assumptions
and the free model parameterLpos, σ andw we generated
in trial-and-error manner a series of pulsation wave fields.
For Lpos=4.56, w=300R−1

E , σ=0.05RE for the first wave
packet andσ=0.2RE for the second one we found the best
agreement between observed and modeledbr component, re-
spectively their instantaneous amplitude. The radial distribu-
tions of wave amplitude and phase based on this set of param-
eters are displayed in Fig.11and the comparison between the
observed and modelled signal is shown in Fig.12.

The correspondence is evident in main features of the ob-
served amplitude modulation, such as time and magnitude of
the amplitude maxima of both wave packets (Fig.12). Fur-
thermore the modeled signal is capable to explain some de-
tailed structure in the first wave packet (07:50–08:00 UT) of
the spacecraft C2, C3 and C4 observation, which is caused
by crossing the phase jump atL=4.56. However, some other
details are not reproduced, e.g. the small-scale structure of
the first wave packet seen by spacecraft C1 and in particu-
lar the narrow amplitude peaks at the beginning of the sec-
ond wave packet visible in all four satellites. We speculate
that the latter discrepancy between model and observation is
a consequence of the assumed temporal amplitude modula-
tion. Apparently modelingb0(t) by Gauss-functions fails to
satisfy the real temporal evolution of a field line oscillation at
least at the beginning of its lifetime. Nevertheless, modeling
resulted in a valueLpos=4.56 for the position of the excited
field line.

3.5 Poloidal Alfv́en resonator

The excited field line bundle is located in the outer edge of
the plasmapause as inspection of measurements of the space-
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Fig. 12. Instantaneous amplitudes of the radial magnetic field com-
ponentbr : observed signal (black) and modeled signal (red).

craft potential shows (Fig.2). This outer region is suitable for
the existence of an Alfv́en resonator that confines the wave
field by two poloidal turning pointsLP (see Sect.1). On ac-
count of this we compare the assumed radial amplitude distri-
bution and the observed frequencyfobs=23 mHz of the pul-
sation with the radial profile of the the theoretically expected
field line eigenfrequencies�P and�T (Fig. 14).

The theoretically expected toroidal eigenfrequency�T is
estimated using the time of flight method (Warner and Orr,
1979):

�T =
2πN

TA

; TA = 2
∫ N

S

ds

vA

, (10)

whereN is the longitudinal harmonic,ds an increment of
length along the field line and the integration limits are the
northern and southern ionosphere. The Alfvén velocityvA(s)

along the field line is given byvA(s)=B(s)/
√

µ0ρ(s). The
magnetic fieldB(s) is obtained from the Tsyganenko 96
model (Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996) for the given storm
time index Dst=−7 nT, the dynamic pressure of the so-
lar wind pdyn=2.6 nPa and z-component of the interplane-
tary magnetic fieldbz,SW=5.0 nT. The distribution of the
plasma density along field lines is assumed to follow the
power lawρ(s)=ρeq(LRE/r)α, whereα=2 is typical for
the vicinity of the plasmapause (e.g.Goldstein et al., 2001).
From the modeled electron density distributionneq (Carpen-
ter and Anderson, 1992) we receive the plasma mass den-
sity ρeq=neqmcorrmp, wheremp is the proton mass. Using a
mass correction factor ofmcorr=2 considers that the plasma
near the plasmapause is composed of protons and a signif-
icant part of heavier ions such as He+, O+ and O++ (e.g.
Takahashi et al., 2004).

The poloidal eigenfrequency�P is computed using the
numerical method based on the WKB approximation as de-
scribed inKlimushkin et al.(2004). It requires information
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about plasmaβ, plasma pressureP and strength of the ring
current J⊥ in the area of wave activity. At a low level
of magnetospheric disturbance typical radial distributions of
these quantities are assumed as displayed in Fig.13(Lui and
Hamilton, 1992; Klimushkin et al., 2004).

In Fig. 14 the radial variation of eigenfrequencies�P

and �T are compared with the modeled amplitude pro-
file of the wave mode at timet4 of its maximum exten-
sion. The poloidal eigenfrequency is slightly larger than the
toroidal one which is a necessary condition for the existence
of the Alfvén resonator (e.g.Leonovich and Mazur, 1995;
Klimushkin et al., 2004). The poloidal turning points defined
by fobs=fP are identified at field linesL=4.4 andL=5.0
leading to a total width of the poloidal wave resonator of
0.6RE . The modeled radial extend of the wave activity re-
gion is of the same size. The shift of the maximum of the
amplitude distribution against the extremum of the eigenfre-
quency distribution is due to the asymmetry of the latter. We
conclude that the wave field is confined in a poloidal Alfvén
resonator at the outer edge of the dayside plasmapause.

The observed phase jump can be easily explained taking
into account the radial localization and the rapid azimuthal
variationbr∝ exp(im9). This results in a radially localized
polarization current causing a magnetic field perturbation
sheared in radial direction (Klimushkin et al., 2004). How-
ever, two other processes are capable to explain the existence
of a phase jump in magnetic field line oscillations: Field line
resonance and phase mixing. The classical process of field
line resonance causes the onset of purely toroidal polarized
Alfv én waves and, accordingly, can be excluded as origin of
the phase jump, as the observed wave is mainly poloidally
polarized. Phase mixing of adjacent field lines is inappro-
priate as well to explain the phase jump, because the wave
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Fig. 14. Radial profiles of wave amplitude at timet4 and toroidal
(solid line) and poloidal (dashed line) field line eigenfrequencies,
each for the second longitudinal harmonic. The dotted line marks
the observed frequencyfobs=23 mHz, the dot-dashed line marks
the L shell of maximum amplitude and phase jumpLpos=4.56.

packet is localized near the maximum of field line eigenfre-
quencies�P (L), where the gradientd�P /dL is small.

4 Conclusions

The simultaneous observation of magnetic and electric field
data by the four Cluster satellites allows a detailed distinction
between spatial and temporal characteristics of field line os-
cillations. For that purpose new representations of magnetic
field data have been developed and applied to the observation
of a mainly poloidal polarized standing field line oscillation
with an observed frequency offobs=23 mHz.

The pulsation analyzed was detected by the four Cluster
satellites in the time interval 7 August 2003 between 07:46
and 08:20 UT and has been localized close to the magnetic
equatorial plane at field lines betweenL=4.42 andL=4.70.
Comparing the plasmapause position, obtained from a dy-
namical simulation of the electron density, with the space-
craft orbit exhibited that the pulsation was excited at the outer
edge of the boundary between plasmasphere and magneto-
sphere.

The spatial separation of the spacecraft has given us the
possibility to determine the phase differences between sig-
nals of pairs of satellites in order to estimate the azimuthal
wave numberm of the pulsation. We have foundm≈155 and
consequently, a poloidal Alfv́en wave withm�1 has been
observed.

A two wave packet structure of the pulsation has been de-
tected in the instantaneous amplitude of the magnetic field
oscillation featuring differences between both parts in terms
of the wave polarization. In the first wave packet poloidal and
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toroidal magnetic field component have almost the same am-
plitude, whereas the second wave packet is purely poloidal
for the most part. At first view this observation seems to
be inconsistent with the theoretically expected evolution of a
standing Alfv́en wave which predicts a change in wave po-
larization from poloidal to toroidal (e.g.Mann and Wright,
1995; Mager and Klimushkin, 2006). However, displaying
the instantaneous amplitude of the magnetic field oscillation
in the LD coordinate system has elucidated a decrease of the
wave amplitude in time at the same field lines for the first
wave packet. Consequently, we have concluded that the first
wave packet has been detected in a late stage of its temporal
evolution when the amplitude of the toroidal component be-
comes comparable to the poloidal one. Wave damping due
to dissipation at the ionosphere prevents that the wave field
is observed in the status of purely toroidal polarization. The
second wave packet has to be interpreted as a new excitation
of a standing wave at the same field lines.

Modeling spacecraft observations crossing a double ex-
cited standing field line oscillation has confirmed and im-
proved the knowledge about the above discussed spatial and
temporal features of the detected wave field. It was shown
that the wave is localized in radial direction with maximum
of amplitude and phase jump located atL=4.56. The spa-
tial extend of the wave field is around 0.6RE . Location and
size of the wave field was compared with the radial profile of
theoretically expected toroidal and poloidal field line eigen-
frequencies. We have suggested that the wave field is radially
confined at the outer edge of the plasmapause between two L
shells defined byfobs=fP acting as wave turning point. For
that reason this specific region is believed to exhibit suitable
conditions for the excitation of poloidal Alfv́en waves (e.g.
Klimushkin, 1998a).

The radial magnetic field oscillation observed in the four
Cluster satellites has been combined to a RTI representa-
tion (Fig.9) which has clearly exposed a change in the wave
phase by 180◦ in the radial direction. This phase jump is in-
terpreted as a result of the localization of the wave field at the
maximum of the radial amplitude distribution (Klimushkin
et al., 2004).

A former case study byScḧafer et al.(2007) has dealt with
a radially trapped poloidal ULF pulsation inside the dayside
plasmapause using similar analysis method as the present
work. Both studies have shown that spatial and temporal
properties of the analyzed wave fields are in good agreement
with main features predicted by the theoretical framework of
Leonovich and Mazur(1990, 1993, 1995), Klimushkin et al.
(2004) andMager and Klimushkin(2006). However, some
details of this framework concerning high-m waves are not
reported until now, neither in ground based data nor in space,
e.g. clear indications for a transformation of wave polariza-
tion from poloidal to toroidal in time. Consequently, further
investigation on ULF wave activity near the plasmapause are
necessary to improve our knowledge on the spatio-temporal
structure of magnetospheric Alfvén waves.
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